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Date 17 Feb 2019 

Hare Fleur D’Or & 
Birthing Blanket 

Venue Westbrook Hill CP 
Elstead 

OnOn The Golden Fleece 

 

F LEUR D’OR EARNS HER 
COC 

It is a long time since we have used 
this car park, maybe as long as 12 
years. It’s a good area, military land, 
lots of open countryside and Sunday 
was a cracking good day. Beautiful, 
spring-like weather. So, a mood of 
jollity and expectation filled the car 
park once all the chaos, confusion, 
reversing and swearing had settled 
down and everybody had found 
somewhere to park. Some 
remembered that it was a red dress 
run and came suitably attired. 
Atalanta in a very fetching little 
number curving in the right places; 
RHUM, bulging in the wrong places; 
Slingshot gift wrapped in red paper 
on loan from the GM, whom of 
course as could be expected of every 
good woman, just happened to have a 
roll in the boot of her car. 

A few brief words from Birthing 
Blanket to the effect that we could 
expect some magnificent views and to 
stay on flour if we wanted to avoid 
getting yelled at, and off we went. 

Any shortage of flour and confusion 
as to where the trail actually went was 
quickly covered up by ‘Is Knees, 
appointed as Checking Chicken for 

the day, who set off laying a trail 
where he thought it should go 
rather than wasting time finding 
out where it did go. Fortunately, 
much the same thing. Thus we got 
to the slopes of Yagden Hill and a 
check about half way up. Now at 
this point, if the readers 
(assuming there are any these 
days) might allow me a subjective 
intrusion, I will include a personal 
interjection. Having been 
promised great views, one might 
assume the trail would go to the 
top of the hill, so there I went but 
the trail didn’t. That turned right, 
down the hill towards the golf 
club. There I was standing on top 
of the hill, glorious view, glorious 
weather, a moment of reverie, and 
I was reminded of a time many 
years ago when I bludged a ride 
on a rubber barge going up a river 
in southern Thailand. Chatting to 
the skipper, who was an Afghani, 
he told me that his father had 
always said to him “If you must 
be ruled by somebody, be ruled 
by the British. They are such 
good sports. We go into the 
mountains. They come along in 

their fine red coats, we shoot at them, 
they chase us and we run away. It is 
such a good game” And there below me 
strung along the horizon was a line of 
red figures trotting along all so very 
clear. Yagden Hill may not be a close 
likeness to the Pamirs but one could 
imagine the sport. 

Anyway, the golf course was 
negotiated without any obvious signs of 
hostility from the natives. A shameful 
incident when a very experienced 
hasher who shall remain nameless but 
whom should have known better, called 
the pack on from a massive short cut he 
had just completed. Being only small of 
stature maybe he had just dozed off as 
his namesake character did in fiction. 
On to the Atlantic Wall and the Lion’s 
Mouth. Here confusion reigned for a 
while with a lot of milling around 
before the solution was found and the 
run resumed in the homeward direction. 
Clearly the hares thought this was not 
yet enough of a good thing and then 
swung right to cross the Thursley road. 

Now, it is a popular perception that 
women are much better than men at 
multitasking. [No, we men are excellent 
at multitasking. It’s just that we prefer 
to sit around drinking beer MB] To this 

point, our two hares had coped 
admirably with the necessary tasks of 
walking, talking, navigating and even 
laying some flour. However, at this 
point the gossip seemingly got to red 
hot point and dominated the 
proceedings. Having crossed the road 
no flour was evident for the next 
couple of miles, well onto Elstead 
common. It must have been that tales 
of who did what with whom at Kings 
Lynn warped space/time (more on 
that subject later – be prepared) to the 
extent that distance and flour blobs 
became unrelated. Eventually 
Slingshot and Is Knees, who had been 
relieved of his Checking Chicken 
duties by J Arthur, himself fed up 
with having to do all the checking, 
found flour and normal service was 
resumed. Up the common past Red 
House Farm to the church and On In 
down Westbrook lane. Despite being 
quite strung out, most made it back 
around the two hour mark.  

This business of time. [Techy Alert! 
MB] An observation. All will be 
familiar with Einstein’s equation E = 
MC2  Two laws derive from this, that 
mass grows heavier as it approaches 
the speed of light, thus, infinite mass 
at the speed of light. Also, that time 

slows for an object as it moves 
faster. Thus at the speed of light, 
time has stopped for the object 
which does not then go anywhere. 
When applied to SH3, it can be 
understood quite easily why the 
hashers who get back first look 
younger whilst others look as if 
they never left the car park. Bit of 
a digression but there you are. 
Something to think about. 

Shortly after 1pm the GM 
bustled down the lane and 
immediately took charge of things, 
kicking a bit of arse into a 
semblance of a circle and 
organising libations. Having 
welcomed a couple of returnees / 
visitors and performed a naming 
ceremony on a couple of virgins, 
she then turned to the hares. 

Overwhelmingly they were given 
a rousing accolade for a great run, 
great weather and dry ground. She 
then pronounced that Fleur D’Or, 
having completed courses with 3 
top rank hares, CL (Briain, who 
else did she co hare with?) [not 
me, I refused to enter the arena 
MB] and now BB, had earned her 
Certificate of Competency and 

could be considered as a hare in her 
own right. Applause all round. 

Proceedings were then handed over to 
this week’s stand in RA, Bodyshop. See 
Addendum. 

 
ON ON! Tosser 

MOA 1 2288 

 

The COCsure Hares 



Receding Hare-Line  Runs start at 11:00 sharp! 

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details 

Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to: sh3@surreyh3.org 

Directions 

Run    2289 

Date   24th February 2019 

Hare Punani 

Venue Wood Street Village  

On On White Hart GU3 3DZ 

P Code GU3 3DY 

OS SU952509 

Scribe FRB 

Our and Other Hash Events 

Nineteenth First Friday Hash. Friday 1st March 19:00             
Hare(s): RHUM. Venue: Ewell 

Twentieth First Friday Hash. Friday 1st March 19:00               
Hare(s): TBA. Venue: TBA 

Email sh3@surreyh3.org by 10pm Sunday for inclusion of events 
in next week’s Runday Shag 

From Guildford take the Aldershot Road A323 and through a 
couple of roundabouts following the signs for Broad Street 
and Wood Street Village. About 5 minutes drive from the start 
of Aldershot Road, park at the pub or next to the Village 
Green. 
 
Lunchtime gets busy, so ring 01483 235 939 to reserve a 
table. 

Sinners  

2290 03 Mar Wankelsplitz & Speedy  Humper Puttenham 

2291 10 Mar Cap'n Stagg Webb & Twinkletoes TBA 

2292 17 Mar Wally, Honeymonster, with Berks! TBA 

2293 24 Mar First On & Arfur Pint   Ockley 

2294 31 Mar 3s4d     TBA 

2295 07 Apr Tosser (AGM RUN)   Byfleet 

2296 14 Apr Dissa     TBA 

2297 21 Apr TBA     TBA 

2298 27 Apr TBA     TBA 

The Off  
Checking 

Returnee 

Dregs Absolute Dregs 

On Call 

The Naming 
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the real deal, you’ll be drinking what 
amounts to nothing short of liquid 
animal abuse and suffering. 

Why? civet cats are small animals, 
without voracious appetites. They’re 
nocturnal, solitary, and live in the 
rainforest. Harvesting real, free range 
KL is like hunting for poo truffles. 

The obvious thing to do to capitalise 
on the hype, then, was to industrialise 
the production. The animals are caged 
and force-fed these caffeine-laden 
coffee cherries all day, every day. 
Remember how the crux of KL was 
the uniformly ripe cherries? Not so 
here, so even if you overlook the fact 
that this kind of coffee—itself an 
honest-to-God vegan product—has 
somehow felt the need to incorporate 
a bit of animal suffering, you’re not 
even getting the flavours that set it 
apart in the first place. 

These solitary nocturnal creatures 
suffer greatly from being caged in 
proximity to others, and the unnatural 
emphasis on coffee cherries causes 
severe health problems and they fre-
quently die young. 

If this wasn’t enough, other, morally 
bankrupt charlatans have decided to 
employ different animals as glorified 
washing machines. Elephants, non-
ironically sold as Black Ivory, birds, 
monkeys, you name it. In short: If 
you feel like spending £150-300 per 
kilo on “real” KL, you’ll be contrib-
uting to a cottage industry of animal 
abuse that serves no purpose, and 
even if you manage to get the real 
deal, it won’t be the same flavour that 
created the “legend”—and even if it 
was, it’s nothing special by the stand-
ards of modern coffee. The  truly 
authentically harvested KL is a stag-
gering £2,500(!) per kilo. That’s oli-
garch money. 

It’s easy to dismiss KL and its shitty 
spin-offs as being coffee from arse-
holes, for arseholes, by arseholes, 
(assholes, Jerry) but the truth is far 
worse. These days, you’re much bet-
ter off with coffee made by people 
who care about their product. 
 
Sorry, once I get going, I don’t 
stop, ladies please note! 
 

OnOn! Master Bates 

Addendum  
Well, first of all, our resident 
“Agony Aunt” who (constantly) 
reminds me of my (many) short-
comings, included, this week, my 
being overzealous with my censor-
ship. I humbly, therefore, include a 
photo of last week’s hare 
“untrumped”, please see left. 

Further to her visit, the GM asked 
if people knew what Kopi Luwak 
was in Indonesia (I suggested cop-
ulate) but no, it is the coffee made 
from beans excreted by the Palm 
Civet Cat (more on this later). She 
also explained that she had to walk 
the (long) run on account of her 
bad back. Tosser added “But she’s 
got a very nice front!”  

Our returnee was Beryl and 
there was a naming ceremony: 
Bunsen & Beaker on account of 
their lab work.  

Bodyshop acted as RA and his 
sinners were:  
Growler for not taking her driving 
licence abroad, so that The  
Bounder had to do all the driving.  
SBJ & Bluesuit for being late.   
RHUM for his bulging red dress.   
The GM for the best red dress.    
Slingshot for having a wrapping 
paper dress. 

 

Apostrophe’s Catastrophes! 
Like the grocer’s I just used or 

was it? (ownership of catastro-
phes?) I noticed that the local 
church was named “St James’ 
Parish Church” which I considered 
incorrect Grammar, “James” not 
being a plural and what about the 
missing full stop (period, Jerry) 
after “St”. In the pub I, ill advised-
ly, mentioned this to Fleur who 
violently disagreed. Why is it that 
an ever increasing number of 
women, just want to browbeat me 
up so much? 

Well I decided to mug up on the 
subject and the bitter truth is that 
the English rules that I was taught 
are now becoming a “matter of 
opinion” or, even “taste”. Did you 
know that some dictionaries actual-
ly, define “decimate” as “kill a 
large number or majority of peo-
ple” and “aggravate” as “annoy”?! 
I did find a valid use of the 
“grocer’s apostrophe” that I had 
forgotten, the disambiguation of 
plurals e.g. “My a’s look like u’s”. 

We should not (get ready for the 
(long) rant) drink Kopi Luwak 
(KL). “Legend” has it KL was 
discovered in Indonesia under 
Dutch colonial rule. During that 
time, native farmers and plantation 
workers were forbidden from har-
vesting coffee for their own use. 

They discovered that the civet cat 
eats, as part of it’s diet, coffee cher-
ries and passes the seeds, i.e. coffee 
beans, without digesting them 
(which, is what happens to the seeds 
of most fruits, and is their evolution-
ary purpose). Upon brewing coffee 
made from these beans, they discov-
ered it tasted much better than the 
conventional coffee of the time. 

There are two reasons why: selec-
tive picking and thorough “washing”. 
The civet cat, free to graze on these 
cherries, would naturally eat only the 
ripe cherries, while coffee pickers 
back then were much less discrimi-
nating. The beans would also have 
all the extra fruity bits stripped off by 
enzymes during digestion, resulting 
in a thoroughly clean bean; leaving 
fruit pulp or mucilage on the beans 
can lead to mould during drying, 
something that would have been 
quite common for regularly pro-
cessed coffee in the mid-19th centu-
ry. What KL was, is no big mystery: 
well-processed beans from uniformly 
ripe coffee cherries. It’s a near-
certainty it would have been appre-
ciably better than what was pro-
cessed by humans back then, and 
that’s what has created the myth that 
still surrounds it today, and what 
people who peddle it insist still re-
mains the case. 

Specialty coffee today is just that: 
made from as uniformly ripe coffee 
cherries as humanly possible, and 
then processed and sorted to be as 
high quality as possible. KL was just 
a laborious “shortcut” in a time when 
coffee was much less understood. 
Not only that, but modern specialty 
coffee now showcases the flavours 
from where it’s grown, something 
KL sellers and supporters (then and 
now) dismiss in favour of some sort 
of unknowable animal magic. 

The problems with KL today are 
serious for so many reasons, it’s a 
miracle there is still a market for it. 
First of all, more than 80% of all 
coffee sold as KL today is fake. It 
hasn’t been near a civet cat, much 
less through one. Should you, how-
ever, manage to get your hands on 

MOA 1 

Colour Supplement 1 

We reserve a parking 
place and he doesn’t 
bother to show up! 

A RHUM Bum? 
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MOA 0 

C’r’ect’d vers’n! 

Colour Supplement 2 
With contributions from Fleur 

Misogamy Corner 
Marriage is like a deck of 
cards. In the beginning, all 
you need is two hearts and 
a diamond. By the end, you 
wish you had a club and a 
spade! 
Married men don’t live 
longer than single men. It 
just seems that way. 
I take my wife everywhere, 
but she keeps finding her 
way back. 


